Abstract: Nowadays, wireless sensor network which consists of numerous tiny sensors has been widely used. One of the major challenges in such networks is how to cover the sensing area effectively and maintain longer network lifetime with limited energy simultaneously. In this paper, we study hybrid sensor network which contains both static and mobile sensors. We divide monitoring area into Delaunay Triangulation (DT) by using of Delaunay theory, estimate static sensors coverage holes, calculate the number of assistant mobile sensors and then work out the positions of assisted mobile nodes in each triangle. Next, mobile sensors will move to heal the coverage holes. Compared with the similarity methods, the algorithm HCHA we proposed is simpler, the advantages of our algorithm mainly represents in the following aspects. Firstly, it is relatively simple to estimate coverage hole based on Delaunay in our proposed algorithm. Secondly, we figure out the quantitative number range of assisted sensors those need to heal the coverage holes. Thirdly, we come up with a kind of deployment rule of assisted sensors.
Introduction
With the development of the current technology and the extending of applied range of wireless sensor networks(WSNs), wireless sensor networks have gained widely attention for applying in natural disasters and some dangerous environment [1] , such as earthquake stricken area and old-growth forest fire. Dangerous environment exits huge security risk for the rescuers if they need enter the primary scene, Fortunately, casting a mount of sensors to the monitoring area can not only solve the security risk problem but also make up WSNs networks to obtain the instant message of disaster area. However, the random deployment sensors may lead to the coverage holes and WSNs is the data-centered network. Thus, it is a worthy research to achieve efficient coverage.
Currently, numerous researchers have focused on the coverage problem and the classic papers including [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . The main methods of increasing coverage include figuring out the coverage holes, healing the holes, and using adjustable radii to enlarge coverage. While the cost of enhancing the coverage is expensive, for instance, the former method requires all of the sensors have locomotion capabilities and the latter needs the sensors have several different power levers.
In this paper, we study the area coverage of hybrid sensor networks [7] . At first, we use static sensors to estimate the size of coverage hole and the number of assisted mobile sensor in the random distribution sensor network. Then deploying the assisted mobile nodes to heal the coverage holes. We assume that the initial network deployed a certain number of static nodes in the sensing field stochastically. The static nodes construct DT, then estimating the coverage holes in each triangle, and finding out the optimal positions of assisted nodes in every triangle. At last, the static sensors conduct the mobile sensors move to the optimal location to heal the coverage holes. Compared with the existing methods, our approach mainly shows several advantages as follows.
• Our calculation method of coverage is simpler than other works, the simulation of coverage ratio in Section 6 shows that our approach is better than previous works.
•
We provide an auxiliary nodes deployment strategy that is applied to heal the coverage hole.
We figure out the bound of assisted nodes number which is related to the ratio of
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the related work. In Section 3, we make some preparations and give out solution to the problem. Then, we propose the theoretical framework of the problem and show the analysis about the solution in Section 4. In Section 5, we elaborate our coverage algorithm. Performance evaluation and analysis are presented in Section 6. Conclusions and future work are given in the last part Section 7.
Related Work
In the WSNs, coverage is a fundamental but complicated problem all the time. For deterministic sensor deployment, coverage holes may not exist owns to the reasonable sensor layout, nevertheless the random distribution sensor always encounters many unexpected problems, for instance the redundant nodes and coverage holes. A lot of comprehensive studies about the redundancy and coverage have been done.
In paper [8] , the authors discussed the effect of adjustable radius for the network lifetime. They proposed an algorithm based on learning-automata and equipped with a pruning rule, the algorithm is aimed to select a sensor which can adjust radius to satisfy a certain target coverage. The main idea of radius adaptive mechanism is to reduce the overlaps among sensing ranges while guarantee the QoS of coverage. However, radius adaptive mechanism is mainly used to solve the certain objective coverage problems, as how to apply it to more extensive coverage is a knotty question. Kang et al. at [9] estimated the number of coverage holes by detecting critical points on the boundary, calculated locations of new nodes by two kinds of models which are adjacent critical points and multi-adjacent critical points, as well as got the conclusion that patched sensor nodes should be deployed on the bisectors of boundary lines.
The hybrid network which contained both static and mobile sensors was studied in paper [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Wang et al. [10] employed the geometrical approaches, and the mainly steps including divided monitoring area into many cells by Voronoi diagram [11] , estimated the coverage holes by static sensors and commanded mobile sensors to move to the target location to heal the holes. But they did not propose the detail scheme about how to work out the coverage holes. In the process of biding the mobile sensors, two mobile guidelines those were Distance-based and Price-based were came up by them. The Distance-based scheme mainly took the moving distance into consideration, the assistant sensor moves or not depends on the distance between server and target location. The Price-based approach was based on the cost, due to move different mobile sensors have different cost, the cheapest mobile sensor would have priority to heal the coverage hole. Besides, they also provided a Multiple Healing Detection algorithm to deal with the multiple healing problem. In paper [12] , the authors developed two sets of distributed protocols [13] for controlling the movement path of sensors and provided three kind of target locations calculated algorithms.
Wu et al. [5] proposed the DT-Score algorithm which was a two phases method to maximize the coverage of an area with obstacles. At the first phase, they used contour-based deployment to estimate the coverage holes, what important is that the deployment has an excellent performance of coverage holes detecting about the obstacles and area boundary. It is important to deploy an excellent performance of coverage holes detecting about the obstacles and area boundary. In the second phase, the deployment method applied the DT to the uncovered area, after calculating the candidate positions of assistant sensors, they scored the candidate position and chosen the high scores positions to locate assistant sensor.
Ghosh et al. [14] provided the COVEN algorithm to enhance coverage, they exploited the Voronoi diagram to achieve accurate calculation about the coverage holes. The method divided the detecting field into many cells and then divided every cell into several triangles, next discussed the relationship between sensor radius and Voronoi edge l ij , then worked out the uncovered area in every cell, finally dispatched the assisted sensors to heal the coverage holes. The positions of assisted nodes in COVEN algorithm must satisfy three conditions as follows:
• P i lies on the line that bisects the inner angle formed by V i which is Voronoi vertex; • P i is located in the Voronoi polygon;
The frame of our paper is similar with the paper [14] . The general idea is to detect the coverage holes in every triangle, then dispatch nodes to heal the holes. What different from previous work is as follows. Firstly, compared with the existed approaches mentioned above, we provide one simpler method to estimate the coverage hole. Secondly, we work out the bound of assisted nodes number and provide the minute deployment rules for the assisted sensors.
Preliminaries
The WSNs is consisted of many mobile sensors and static sensors, the fundamental problem of this paper is how to enhance the coverage by finding and healing coverage holes. Next, we will introduce some preparative knowledge which is used in the following analysis.
Communication and Sensing Models
Each sensor has communication capacity and sensing capacity, R c is defined as communication radius and R s is defined as sensing radius, Figure 1 . shows the communication and sensing models. If and only if the distance between two sensors is within R c , they can communicate with each other, otherwise the node is isolated. Tian et al. [17] , Wang et al. [18] , Zhang et al. [19] proved that if a convex region is completely covered by a set of nodes, the communication graph consisting of these nodes is connected when R c ≥ 2R s . 
DT and Related Definitions
DT is an important data structure in computational geometry [20] . The most significant property we use in this paper is that (1) maximum empty circle characteristic which means any four points do not construct a circle; (2) maximize the minimum angle which means the composition of triangle is reasonable and not too narrow. We can detect the coverage hole in the each delaunay triangle by discussing the R s and the circumcenter C 0 of triangle. If C 0 is not covered by the sensor node of triangle, there will exist coverage holes in the triangle. Given N static sensors S 1 , S 2 , S 3 · · · , we can get the DT. For example, we choose 50 random nodes to generate DT by MATLAB as shown in Figure 
Problem Statement
The coverage of the wireless sensor network can be divided into area coverage, point coverage and barrier coverage. Point coverage requires specific points covered, are coverage needs entire region covered and barrier coverage aims to detect the intruders who try to cross the network [21] . In this paper we mainly discuss the areas coverage under circumstance of nodes randomly deployed. At first, assuming a 100 m × 100 m scene and deploying a certain number of static sensors randomly in this area. Obviously, because of some places are covered densely while others sparsely, the current coverage is not the optimal. In this article, we studied the problem of how to detect and heal the coverage holes, and we need to solve the following three subproblems:
• Estimate the coverage holes in the sensing areas more simply and accurately. To simplify the analysis of the problem later, we assume that all sensors' sensing range is a circle with the radius of R s , R c is defined as communication range. In order to facilitate reading, we introduce some parameters in Table 1 : 
Theoretical Analysis

Repair DT
The randomly distributed nodes in the 100 m × 100 m scene can construct DT. According to the properties of Delaunay, we know that DT is convex as shown in Figure 2 . The coverage holes in the boundary cannot be detected due to the triangle cannot be formed in marginal area. In order to solve this question, we need to deploy some nodes in boundary and corner of the area, which can construct the DT to fill the monitoring area as shown in 
Estimation of Coverage Holes
Deploying the sensors randomly will lead to coverage holes, we introduce Delaunay to estimate the coverage holes. C 0 is the circumcenter of the ∆S 1 S 2 S 3 and the distance d(S i , C 0 ) is circumradius R as shown in Figure 4 . Theorem 1. If R s > R then there does not exist coverage hole between the three sensors, if the ∆S 1 S 2 S 3 is an acute triangle and R s < R then there must exist coverage holes between three sensors [22] .
Proof of Theorem 1. We know C 0 is the circumcenter of S i (1, 2, 3), according to geometry we can get conclusion easily that the distance between C 0 and S i is equal, so if the C 0 is covered by sensor S 1 , then C 0 must be covered by S 1 s neighbour nodes S 2 and S 3 as as demonstrated in Figure 5b . It is apparently that the triangle area constructed by S 1 and its two neighbours do not exist coverage holes.
If the C 0 is not covered by node S just as shown in Figure 5a , then there must exist coverage holes, we should estimated the uncovered shadow area and worked out how many additional mobile sensors N m should healed the coverage hole. Assuming that each sensor's location is known, then θ (1, 2, 3) , S ∆s 1 s 2 s 3 and the sector area S θ i can be calculated as follow:
the area of S ∆s 1 s 2 s 3 :
According to the (1) and (2), S uncovered can be derived as follow:
From (1)- (3) we can estimate the number of additional mobile sensors N m which is needed to heal the coverage holes, define ρ = S uncovered πR 2
Input parameter µ (0 < µ < 1) to round the number of assisted sensor. 
The Bound of Assisted Nodes Number
Nodes communicate with each other is the prerequisite of constructing DT, based on the triangular set we know that the number of assisted nodes is related to the relationship between R s and R c . In the following theorem, we present the theoretical bound of assisted nodes numbers. In order to normalize the problem, we suppose that R c = kR s (k ≥ 2), if and only if nodes can communicate with each other i.e., d(s 1 ,
which is one of special scenario from general condition (5) , and can provide the upper bound of assisted nodes numbers. Thus, we have the bound of assisted nodes number: Theorem 2. If and only if nodes can communicate with each other, the bound of assisted sensors number (N bound ) in the triangle can be derived as follow:
where ρ=
Proof of Theorem 2. When S 1 , S 2 and S 3 are far from each other with the distance R c , which means S ∆s 1 s 2 s 3 is a regular triangle with side length R c . Easily we can get θ = Proof of Theorem 3. First, when there is only one sensor enough to cover the S uncovered , apparently it should take the inner center of S ∆ s i s j s k as the first assisted sensor location and where is the optimal choice, for the reason that P 0 has the same distance from three sides which can achieve maximal coverage in the triangle. Second, in order to proof that P 1 lies at angular bisector (P 0 S 1 ), we introduce two assisted angles α, β, if we can proof that only when α = β, the bow area is minimal then we can deduce that P 1 is on the angle bisector P 0 S 1 . Assume that the distance between P 1 and S 1 is d, we can get the area of S 
we can get the SR 1 2
, in a similar way SR can be got. Finally, the blue area
According to the extremum theorem of the two function, easily we can get when α = β, S Bowarea is least, thus S 2 S 1 P 1 = S 3 S 1 P 1 , so P 1 S 1 is the angular bisector of S 2 S 1 S 3 .
We proved that assisted sensor must lie on the angle bisector of S ∆ s i s j s k which is constituted by three neighbor nodes, next we determine the concrete location of sensor node.
If there only need one assisted node to heal the coverage hole, as we have claimed before that take inner center as the position of first assisted sensor as shown in Figure 5 . If N m > 1, first compare the distance P 0 S 1 , P 0 S 2 and P 0 S 3 . Assumed that P 0 S 3 ≤ P 0 S 2 ≤ P 0 S 1 , then the second assisted sensor should lie on line
for the overlap with node P 0 and
If the third assisted sensor is needed, its position is on line P 0 S 2 and the fourth node is on line at P 0 S 3 , the fifth node lies on perpendicular bisector of P 0 and P 1 . Additionally, the distance far from P 0 P 1 is 3 2 R s just as Figure 6 demonstrates, the rest can be deduced by the same manner. In this way, the coverage is relative maximization and redundant coverage is relative minimization in current triangle. 
Heal Coverage Holes Algorithm
In this section, we will integrate the several subproblems we have solved above and propose the Heal Coverage Holes Algorithm( HCHA) detailed. The network we research is hybrid, which consists of both static and mobile sensors. During the network initialization, static sensors construct the DT.
Pseudo-code is given in Algorithms 1 and the process is illustrated in Figure 7 . Set inner center P 0 of ∆S s 1 s 2 s 3 as the position of the first assisted node. 6: else 7: Set inner center P 0 of ∆S s 1 s 2 s 3 as the position of the first assisted node. 8: Sort the (P 0 S 1 , P 0 S 2 , P 0 S 3 ), assume P 0 S 3 ≤ P 0 S 2 ≤ P 0 S 1
9:
if P 0 S 1 ≤ 4R S then 10: Set the second assisted node d(P 0 , P 1 )= 1 2 P 0 S 1 .
11:
else 12: Set the second assisted node d(P 0 , P 1 )= √ 3R s .
13:
end if 14: Set another assisted nodes as this process.
15:
if N ≥ 4 then 16: Setting P 4 at midnormal of P 0 P 1 and
Set another assisted nodes as this process.
18:
end if 19: end if
Step 1. Select the node with maximum energy as the head node in each triangle. In order to balance the energy consumption, we set the sensor which is selected as head node will not attend again in head selection of other neighbour triangles. The head node gathers the relevant information including current energy, position from the remaining two static sensors of the triangle and estimates coverage holes, the number of the assisted sensors as well as the position of assisted sensors. Then head node broadcasts the information of calculation results with a distance threshold d max which is used to limit the hop ( Package Information ).
Step 2. Once mobile sensor M j receives the data package, it will compare the distance d(M j , P i ) with the d max , if d(M j , P i ) < d max , M j send message which contains M j s location, energy information and M j s ID back to the head node by multiple hops, and continue to broadcast Package Information. If d(M j , P i ) > d max , M j transfers the message back to the head node only and stops broadcasting Package Information.
Step 3. Head node receives the information of mobile nodes around, chooses the optimal node based on the energy and position information, then sends command.
Step 4. Lastly, Mobile node judges whether itself needs to move by the command.
Performance Evaluation and Analysis
In this section, we will conduct comparative simulations about our algorithm HCHA, the main simulation platform we used is Matlab. In order to make a remarkable contrast, we compare HCHA deployment with the random deployment, COVEN deployment in paper [17] and DT-Score deployment in paper [19] . The simulation area we choose is 100 m × 100 m and sensing radius R s is 5 m, µ is 0.5, red nodes represent mobile sensors and blue represent static sensors. Because COVEN, DT-Score and HCHA have different abilities to be estimated, so we can only set some same parameters such as number of static sensors 50, as to the number of mobile sensors, it need to be calculate by COVEN and HCHA separately, which is not decide by manual setting, as well as DT-Score calculate the candidate positions. Coverage simulation results are demonstrated in Figures 8-16 . Figures 8 and 10 are randomly deployment and HCHA deployment with 50 static sensors and 72 mobile sensors, which number is figured out by HCHA. Figure 9 is the COVEN deployment with 50 mobile sensors and 58 mobile sensors, which are figured out by COVEN. Figure 11 is the HCHA deployment after DT repaired with 50 static sensors and 88 mobile sensors, which number is calculated by HCHA after the DT paired, and the DT repaired aims to cover the area boundary. In Figure 10 we can find the area boundary is not covered by the sensors both of static and mobile, but in Figure 11 which is after the DT repair, all the area boundary is covered by sensors. In order to compare HCHA with DT-Score, we construct obstacles scenario as shown in Figure 12 . For the same one obstacles exist scenario, Figure 13 shows the coverage with DT-Score, the blue point represent contour point and red represent candidate point, Figure 14 is the coverage with HCHA after DT repair. Figure 15 shows four algorithms including COVEN, DT-Score, random and our HCHA coverage ratio in the without obstacles exist scenario, for the main picture x-label is the number of static sensors and y-label is corresponding coverage ratio, the subgraph in the bottom right corner shows the relationship between the number of static sensors and mobile sensors.
X(m)
In Figure 15 we repeat the simulation for 200 times and take the average to plot the line chart, because the static nodes is deployed randomly, which leads to the simulation result is different every time. It can be seen that HCHA provides almost 100% more coverage than COVEN when there are 10 static nodes, while it requires about 50% more mobile nodes than COVEN. And the gap shrinks with the increasing of static nodes. It is also important that HCHA can detect and heal coverage holes well even when there is a little number of static nodes, and COVEN cannot provide better coverage by increasing the mobile nodes in such circumstances. This means HCHA is less dependent on the density of static nodes than COVEN. In Figure 16 we statistic the standard deviation of 200 times simulation, and from the results we discover HCHA is more stable than Random and COVEN. As to the obstacles exist condition, the coverage of HCHA and DT-Score is shown in Figure 17 . It is easy to learn that the DT-Score has a better performance in the obstacles exist scenarios. Because our HCHA is proposed without the consideration of obstacles condition, and this condition will be researched in our future work. Our HCHA follow three key steps.
Step one, static sensors construct DT.
Step two, select head node to calculate coverage holes and find optimal position in the triangle.
Step three, head nodes order mobile sensors to heal coverage holes. Compared to the COVEN, our algorithm exists some advantages. Firstly, our coverage holes detected algorithm based on Delaunay is relatively simpler than COVEN in three aspcts:
•
The coverage holes detecting. The COVEN algorithm divide the area based on the Voronoi diagram, as the result, the area is divided into many cells, and then divided every cell into several triangles to detect and calculate coverage holes. However, our HCHA algorithm based on the DT, which can divide the area in to triangles immediate, the steps are less than COVEN.
The assistant number calculation. The COVEN algorithm calculation the assistant sensors number need consider the sum of triangles those belong to the same one cell, but our HCHA can calculate every triangle directly.
The assistant sensor position finding. The COVEN finding the assistant sensor position based on the cross-regional but our HCHA algorithm is based on each triangle unit.
Secondly, the COVEN which mainly calculated coverage holes in every Voronoi polygon and every mobile sensor is located in the angle bisector corresponding to each Voronoi veretx. However, HCHA estimates full coverage holes in a triangle, assisted sensor deployed in each triangle and considers multiple nodes deployment. The assisted nodes deployment strategy of HCHA and COVNE is shown in Figures 13 and 14 . Besides we work out the concrete amount of assisted nodes in every triangle corresponding to different ratio R c /R s .
Thirdly, compared to DT-Score, our HCHA has a better evaluation in the without obstacles condition, but for the obstacles scenario, we need pay more attention to enhance the coverage.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we study the coverage problem in hybrid WSNs and we give HCHA algorithm based on Delaunay to estimate as well as heal coverage holes in the monitoring area, besides we solve the boundary coverage holes estimation and consider multiple assisted nodes healing deployment strategy. In order to generalize problems, we also give the quantitative range of assisted nodes which is related to parameter k, where k is the ration between R c and R s .
For the future work, we are prepared to research directional sensor networks (DSN) and how to enhance the coverage ratio with the random distribute sensors in the obstacles exist scenario. The coverage of DSN is related to node coordinate, R S , working direction and angle of view, which is different from Omnidirectional sensor network.
